
OUR PAPER FUNCTIONS IN MOST COLOR LASER COPIERS AND COLOR PRINTERS,
WITH AND WITHOUT THE USE OF FUSER OIL

PRINTING:
-  Use Multi-Function Tray. The image side is placed face up in the tray. 
-  8.5” x 11” sheets feed long edge. 11” x 17” sheets feed short edge.
-  Fan sheets prior to loading.
- -  Use Mirror Image setting so image will read correctly after application.
-  Use Transparency, Label, Heavy Paper Mode Setting.
-  Set machine as you normally would for the type of original used (Le, PHOTO, TEXT, etc.).

MUG/CERAMIC TILE (COATED):                         PAPER PRODUCTS:
-  Run copies as above.                              - Run copies as above.
-  Cut out image and tape onto mug using heat resistant tape.         - Attach silicone pad to top of heat press.
-  Place into mug press at 310°F for 180 seconds and adjust          - Cut and place transfer on white paper.
   moderate pressure.  Make sure image is straight and not    moderate pressure.  Make sure image is straight and not           - Press at 275°F, medium pressure for 45 seconds.
   closer than 1” from each side of handle.  Also image area           - Carefully remove transfer paper.  
   should not be closer than 3/8” from top or bottom of mug.            CAUTION, HOT!!!
-  Carefully remove transfer paper from mug in one easy stroke.       - Allow cooling.
   CAUTION HOT!!!  Do not touch imaged area!!!                
-  Now place mug into curing unit for 90 seconds, remove.            WOOD PRODUCTS:
   CAUTION, HOT!!!                                -  Run copies as above.
- -  Cool in running water or set aside and allow cooling.            - Attach silicone pad to top of machine.
                                          - Cut transfer and place on wood.
ALUMINUM LICENSE PLATES:                          - Press at 275°F, medium pressure for 90 seconds.
-  Run copies as above.                              - Carefully remove transfer paper.  
-  Attach silicone pad to top of heat press.                      CAUTION, HOT!!!
-  Cut transfer and place on license plate.                    - Allow cooling.
-  Press at 275°F, medium pressure for 180 seconds.        
   CAUTION, HOT!!!   CAUTION, HOT!!!                                
-  Allow cooling and carefully remove transfer paper.            
-  If you desire a high-gloss finish, take an unused piece of         
   Ceramic Plus paper and press again for 40 seconds.              
-  Allow cooling and carefully remove paper.                

MAGNET TRANSFER:   
-  Run copies as above.
- -  Attach silicone pad to top of heat press.
-  Cut and place transfer paper on white vinyl side of magnet.
-  Press at 275°F, medium pressure for 120 seconds.
-  Allow cooling completely and carefully remove transfer paper.
-  If you desire a high-gloss finish, take an unused portion of the 
   Ceramic Plus paper and press again for 40 seconds.
-  Allow cooling and carefully remove paper.

LELEATHER TRANSFER:
-  Run copies as above.
-  Cut transfer and place on leather.
-  Press at 275° degrees, medium pressure for 100 seconds.
-  Allow cooling completely.
-  Carefully remove transfer paper.

IMPORTANT:   Please keep your 1 Step® Ceramic Plus paper in the plastic bag until actual use.
                         This will prevent moisture from forming.  Close the bag after each use.                         This will prevent moisture from forming.  Close the bag after each use.

For PU coated ceramic, anodized aluminum, leather, some plastics,
wood, paper, vinyl-covered magnets, coated metal & more
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